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Abstract

STEPPING INTO THE WORLD OF THE VOCAL COACH: ASSESSING VOCAL COACHING NEEDS

By Renina Crystal Hoblitz, M.F.A.

A thesis submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Master of Fine
Arts: Theatre Pedagogy at Virginia Commonwealth University.

Virginia Commonwealth University, 2012.

Major Director: Janet B. Rodgers, Professor of Theatre, Department of Theatre

There are many excellent books detailing methods to help actors develop their voices, but not
much has been published about vocal coaching itself, apart from the definitive guide to Vocal
Coaching Nan-Withers Wilson’s book Vocal Direction for the Theatre, and the highly informative
publication How to Use a Vocal Coach: A Practical Guide for Directors prepared by Nancy
Houfek, for the Voice and Speech Trainer’s Association (VASTA). This thesis documents my
personal journey into the world of vocal coaching in five productions. Specifically, I explore the
differences between vocal coaching in the university setting versus the professional theatre
setting. I describe the steps I took to prepare for productions, the influences that guided me,
and the invaluable discoveries I made along the way.

Introduction

As a young child, I benefitted from my father’s desire to turn me into a well rounded
person. He understood the importance of public speaking and being comfortable in front of a
crowd. It was with this goal in mind, he came to the conclusion that my brother and I should
have drama lessons; I don’t imagine public speaking lessons for children existed in the late 70s.
Little did he know this would be the beginning of a lifetime journey into theatre for me.
Once a week my brother and I attended drama lessons with a private teacher, Mrs. Gail
Callie. A new world opened up for me – a magical, creative, exciting place of discovery and
adventure. Mrs. Callie put on an annual theatrical event for all the parents of her students. My
debut was in Brer Rabbit alongside my brother and good friend. I remember the excitement of
that day. More than anything, I was affected by Mrs. Callie’s sense of fun, her enthusiasm, and
her kindness.
As I got older, the lessons progressed. We did everything from improvisations to text
work to preparation for national festivals and exams. All of a sudden I started to see theatre as
more than a fun pastime. At the age of sixteen, I auditioned for and was accepted into what
was then The Johannesburg School of Art, Ballet, Music and Drama. I learned about theatre
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history, Shakespeare in depth, and South African protest theatre. My ideas about theatre were
maturing.
Mrs. Callie had studied at the Royal Academy of Dramatic Art (RADA) in London. She
advised me, if I was serious about continuing in theatre, to train in the UK. Her words became
my mantra for the next several years, and finally I auditioned for drama schools there. I
decided on Guildford School of Acting (GSA) in Surrey and spent the next three years honing my
skills.
At GSA I learned many things, but I really connected to the vocal training. Everything
from text work, to dialects, to vocal warm ups was strongly emphasized. For the first time, I
truly understood voice in context to the work I was doing. In particular I am grateful for the
input of Andrea Ainsworth. She made vocal work fun and relevant.
As an actor my vocal training served me well. I employed the techniques I had learned
and saw their value in professional situations. Several years after leaving drama college, I
became involved in teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages (ESOL). Suddenly my vocal
training, knowledge of the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA), acting, and sense of
adventure were put into practice in a different way. I discovered how they could benefit
people in all walks of life through the work of accent reduction and through helping ESOL
students develop presentation and communication skills.
Eventually I decided to pursue a Master’s Degree in Theatre Pedagogy at Virginia
Commonwealth University (VCU) when I learned of the Voice and Speech track. All of my
passions and interests combined in this one program – teaching, theatre, and voice work. I
2

applied for and was accepted onto the program. During my time at VCU, I have taught a
number of classes including voice classes for actors and public speaking classes for non-actors.
Over the course of the last two years, I have also had the opportunity to work as a vocal coach
on numerous productions.
In the following chapters I will discuss how I developed as a vocal coach, often times
through trial and error. I will analyze my work in the university setting and in professional
theatre, the marked differences between the two, and the various needs that arose in each
coaching situation. I am much indebted to the notable voice professionals who have come
before me – Cecily Berry, Patsy Rodenburg, Kristin Linklater, Arthur Lessac, Catherine
Fitzmaurice, Nancy Houfek, Nan Withers-Wilson, Dudley Knight and Janet Rodgers – for their
trailblazing efforts in the world of Voice and Speech. Although I do not mention all of their
work in this thesis, they have left a mark on the profession and on my ideas about vocal
coaching.
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Chapter 1: History and Process

Vocal Coaching is a growing profession in the United States. In her book Vocal Direction
for the Theatre Nan Withers-Wilson documents the stages of its development in the United
States from its roots in elocution, to the complete abandonment of it during the rise of method
acting, to its resurgence in the 1960s, largely thanks to regional theatre. As regional theatres
sought actors who had a strong vocal training, the need for training increased. Master
teachers, notably Kristin Linklater from the UK, set up training programs, which helped to fill
the void. Large regional theatres often created full time positions for Voice and Speech
coaches. Universities and conservatories also recognized the importance of voice work and
hired full time faculty to train the students (8-17).
Vocal coaching in the UK has a different history. Method acting did not take off there as
much as in the USA and a foundation in classical training has always been valued by a core
group, even though there has been experimentation too. Notably Central School of Speech and
Drama (Central) has played a prime role in developing voice work and voice teachers in the UK.
The master voice teacher Iris Warren was also highly influential on many generations of
students and her ideas continue to be so today. The work of Central and Iris Warren has been
adapted and changed, but the roots of it remain in much of the vocal work in Western theatre
both in the USA and the UK (Carey 3). Having government subsidized theatre has also helped
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ensure the funds for vocal coaches at important UK theatres such as the Royal National Theatre
and the Royal Shakespeare Company.
Currently in the US during the economic downturn many regional theatres are suffering
financially and even closing. Vocal coaches are desired and respected by many of them, but the
funds are not always there to hire one. There are other theatres that employ vocal coaches as
needed and usually only for a specific purpose such as dialect work, to fix a problem area, or
when vocal extremes are called for. There are still others that are unsure of how to use vocal
coaches and may not see the need for having one as they expect actors to have a thorough
vocal knowledge.
The world of higher education generally has a high regard for the Voice and Speech
profession, but there are many considerations that determine the kind of voice work that
occurs in higher education. Conservatories have the time to focus on and develop vocal work
and usually hire at least one full time vocal practitioner. Colleges and universities offer widely
differing approaches to vocal work depending on university budgets, departmental budgets, the
type of degree offered - BFAs or BAs, and the size and focus of their programs. In small colleges
and universities there may be only one or two full time faculty members and Voice and Speech
work may not be the specialty or interest of that faculty. Time is another huge consideration.
In BA programs, there is not the same amount of time available to be allocated to disciplines
such as Voice and Movement as there is in BFA programs or conservatories. However, Voice
and Speech faculty at universities are responsible not only for teaching classes but also for vocal
coaching university productions.
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Vocal coaching needs at universities and professional theatres vary widely depending on
the theatre, production, and select season. In her influential online publication How to Use a
Vocal Coach: A Practical Guide for Directors for the Voice and Speech Trainers Association
(VASTA), Nancy Houfek, Head of Voice &Speech at American Repertory Theatre at Harvard
University, clearly and succinctly lays out how the process of working with a vocal coach from
beginning to end can run smoothly. She explains each step of the relationship between director
and vocal coach from the first meeting on through the opening of the production. Her writing
provided an extremely helpful guide for me as I began vocal coaching.
When I am approached about working on a project, the first things I do are research the
play and read the script, if it’s available, to get an idea of potential vocal needs. I know that any
preliminary ideas I have may need extensive revision depending on the conversation with the
director. The meeting with the director always focuses on learning the director’s vision for the
production and then planning how that can be implemented in vocal or dialect work. For
example a director may have very specific dialect requirements, or the script may be
heightened text but the director may want it played in a more contemporary way. Issues such
as time commitment for group work and individual sessions should be discussed with the
director. I always ask if there are any particular days the director would like me to attend, and I
let her/him know that I like to be present for run-throughs. An important consideration for
Equity theatres is a time estimate of the number of sessions I will need, especially with the
entire cast. I present a time proposal with the qualification that I may request additional
individual sessions, which are, of course, subject to approval. With university productions I also
like to establish whether or not the director would like a company vocal warm up before
6

rehearsals and run-throughs. In professional theatres most actors do their own warm ups
unless there is a resident vocal coach who decides to lead them.
It is essential to establish the director’s desired form of communication with the vocal
coach. Houfek mentions several vital questions about protocols, “What is your preferred
manner of rehearsal? How do you envision the coach’s participation in day to day rehearsals?
How would you like notes to be taken/given?” ( 4). The director may or may not want the vocal
coach involved in the day to day rehearsal process; the vocal coach may only be requested at
very specific times. Also, the question about notes is a significant one. With small casts it may
be possible to give notes verbally after rehearsals; however, often it is too time consuming
since actors will receive director’s notes and production notes first. Written or emailed notes
offer a good alternative. Since writing notes can be a lengthy process, it is helpful to develop a
note taking system early on. I type notes for every scene and put all actors’ notes in the same
document. My method consists of typing the entire line in which an issue emerges, and
underlining the word/s that need to be addressed. I write a dash after the line and add a brief
explanation. Withers-Wilson suggests teaching the actors a notation system such as the
International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA). Time does not often allow for that, but certainly a note
key could be provided. Some directors may prefer notes to be given individually to actors or
passed on to actors via the stage manager. The needs of each production will vary as will the
needs and desires of the director.
Once all of the terms of the agreement are established, I ask for a copy of the script that
the theatre will be using in order to develop an information packet I will give to the actors on
the first day of rehearsals. I read through the script and note unusual words or foreign ones. If
7

the script is heightened text, the process is more extensive. In plays with dialects or accents, I
add a section that addresses the sound changes/adjustments and a section that provides
resources for actors to listen to the dialect or accent in order for them to supplement their
sessions with me.
A completed packet may include an introduction to vocal coaching and what a vocal
coach does, a section on sound changes for dialects, a resource section, and a section on
challenging words. For the dialect section and the challenging-word section, I may include the
changes using both IPA and transliteration. If I know I am working with a university cast that
has studied IPA, I make sure the changes are reflected in IPA. However, more often than not,
many actors do not work with IPA; and even when they have been trained in it, they may have
forgotten it. Classical singers tend to use it more frequently as they encounter IPA in their work
on a regular basis. Transliteration is an alternative. It is a way of describing sound changes
using the English alphabet. For example transliteration for an English speaker saying the
Hungarian name Zoltan Karpathy would be (zole-TAHN KARRR-pah-tea). Although there is no
standard for transliteration, a written explanation of the terms or a key can be provided. I
always cover the sound changes orally in group sessions to make sure there is clarity.
Ideally I attend the first rehearsal and give a brief talk to the cast during the production
team introductions. After the initial read through I hand out the packets to the actors and
make sure I am available for any questions afterwards. Early on in the process I like to have a
chance to address the entire cast to go over pronunciations, especially when there are names
of places or people that are uncommon. It is important to do so early in order to ensure correct
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pronunciations and uniform ones. Once a pattern is established, it can be difficult for actors to
adjust their pronunciations, and almost impossible to do so late in a rehearsal process.
Working as a resident vocal coach and being hired for a single position are two different
scenarios entirely. What they have in common is that each involves working with various
directors and discovering different preferences for vocal work. Resident vocal coach positions
are not that common, but they do afford the support and respect of the theatre they are
attached to, especially in classical theatre. One difficulty resident vocal coaches may face
though is having to work with guest directors who do not want to work with them.
Being hired for a single position usually means there is a specific reason why the vocal
coach has been hired. The vocal coach may or may not enjoy the active support of the director,
but the reason the coach is there is clearly defined. More common for vocal coaches are faculty
positions, contract work, dialect work, being called in for emergency fixes, and being hired for a
specific purpose and a limited time (Houfek 5).
My vocal coaching experience has been quite varied, which has given me a good
foundation in adapting to different circumstances. I have not only had the experience of
becoming part of a director’s collaborative team and working with him on numerous
productions, I have also been hired for single productions, worked as a co-vocal coach, and in
the beginning worked as an assistant vocal coach. My primary consideration is always that of
fitting into the director’s vision and establishing how active a role the director would like me to
play. Often I am called on purely for dialect work. In university productions my input and role
can be quite extensive; however, I make it clear to actors that I am collaborating with the
director and that the director’s vision is the goal. If anything I say contradicts what the director
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says, since I cannot be at every rehearsal and may miss specific notes an actor has been given,
the director’s notes must take precedence. If the matter is important or one of vocal safety, I
contact the director to discuss vocal options.
In Richmond, Virginia there are a number of theatres that truly value vocal coaches, and
I have been fortunate to have Voice and Speech colleagues at VCU. However, the world of the
vocal coach can be a lonely one. Organizations such as VASTA and vocal forums provide much
needed feedback about existing and emerging issues in the field. A highly useful publication in
VASTA’s newsletter was the transcription of the “Roundtable: Vocal Coach-Director
Relationships” meeting that took place at Penn State University in 1999, edited by Barry Kur.
Present at the roundtable were professional directors and vocal coaches. Each discussed the
relationship between the roles and how the relationship could work as a collaboration or more
of a consultation. It was particularly interesting to note the directors’ different views of vocal
coaches, and the vocal coaches recounting of their work with various directors. Some directors
highly prize working with a vocal coach and fall more in line with the Withers-Wilson’s idea of
the position being one of vocal directing as opposed to vocal coaching. For that kind of
relationship to emerge though there has to be a high level of trust. Vocal coach Ralph Zito
states,
How do we figure out how to work together?...that’s part of the skill of any
theatrical professional because we’re always thrown into collaborations that are
sometimes willing and sometimes not entirely willing and so part of our skill is to
make our best assessment as quickly as possible…I think that maybe some
directors don’t want you to deal with text at all. (They say) “Don’t deal with text,
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don’t do that kind of analysis. That’s what I’m doing. Just address their voices.”
Finding that out, I think is real important. (11)
Withers-Wilson interviewed Fran Bennett who was resident vocal coach at the Guthrie
for many years. Bennett recounted,
Some of the guest directors who were brought in looked at me and my work as
though I were an alien. I had to feel that out…I would suggest how I could be of
help to them and would invite them to visit a voice class so they could see what I
was doing…Some directors simply didn’t want to “have another body around”.
For those productions, I would limit my involvement to making sure that the
actors were heard and understood and that the actors were always aware of the
acoustical challenges involved in speaking on the Guthrie’s thrust stage… (19)
A primary consideration in vocal coaching is also the vocal coach’s relationship with the
actors. When a well known or established actor comes into a production, directors expect the
vocal coach to be very mindful of not interfering with the actor’s process. In The Actor Speaks
Patsy Rodenburg, one of the most influential vocal coaches in the UK and the world, has
recounted how some actors are unwilling to work with vocal coaches. They may not believe a
vocal coach has anything to offer them, or they may rely on being miked (241). Some stars
have personal coaches that they bring with them and prefer to work with people they know
and trust already. Fran Bennett commented on her work with actors,
There were actors at the Guthrie who said, “Keep your hands off me,” and I
would say “Fine.” And left them alone. When these actors came to me later on
in the rehearsal process and asked for help, I said “Fine”…A good vocal director
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must have very sensitive eyes and ears to know when to say something and
when not to say something to the actors and the director even when they are
completely accepting of the vocal work. (19)
In professional theatres I am careful to be respectful of actors’ approaches to their
work. In individual sessions, I begin by asking actors if they have any concerns. I take into
account their responses and proceed from there. The student actors I have worked with at
VCU, on the other hand, are generally eager for vocal assistance. They often view the vocal
coach as an ally and as someone they can voice vocal concerns to. If they have small parts or
are understudies, it is rare that they get individual attention, and they usually greatly value the
time and input of the vocal coach. Work with student actors can be more time consuming
though. As actors-in-training they are learning many new things and trying to incorporate them
into their work as well as trying let go of old habits.
Actors can be very sensitive about receiving notes too. The primary purpose of notes is
to address what needs to be fixed. I am careful about the way I phrase certain notes and try to
offer praise as well, especially when actors show improvement on an area in which they were
struggling. Sometimes actors will get a vocal note repeatedly. Usually they are not trying to
ignore the note, but they have become fixed in a certain pattern that is not easy to break.
Actors can become disheartened by having to work repeatedly with a voice coach on the same
issue. Nan Withers-Wison writes,
There are actors who are able to take voice notes and assimilate the needed
changes in the next day’s rehearsal. It is more often the case, however, that the
same voice note will have to be given to an actor more than once and, in some
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instances many times…The vocal director should… simply continue to write the
same note to the actor rehearsal after rehearsal…If the problem persists, the
vocal director should make the director aware of the actor’s habit so that the
director can assist the actor in exploring the root of the problem. (70)
In the VASTA Roundtable noted director Daniel Fish explains how he handles repeated
vocal problems,
It’s very tricky, and I don’t think there’s any rule to how you deal with it other
than you need to communicate with the voice coach about it and talk to the
actor about it. Sometimes the solution may be that you’ll work on the scene,
the three of you together. The next time you do a scene, the voice coach will
come in and be in the room when you’re working on the scene. Or you may say,
that person shouldn’t have a vocal session for a week. They should just work on
what you’re trying to do in rehearsals. (12)
Backing off vocal notes is necessary at some points. It is up to the vocal coach to
recognize when an actor needs time to adjust. Also, there is a certain point in the production
where it is too late to make changes without throwing actors off. It is better to make small
sacrifices than to create larger problems. Knowing when to proceed and when to leave matters
alone is a crucial skill to learn early. For example a good time to leave off vocal notes is when
actors have a lot of other considerations. Withers-Wilson suggests not giving any notes during
the first dress rehearsal since the actors are getting used to so many new elements, voice work
will be the last consideration on which they are able to focus (72).
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Once the actors have moved from the rehearsal space into the theatre itself, a period of
adjustment is necessary. They will need to increase their volume appropriately to suit the new
space. I always sit at the back of the theatre to see if I can hear the actors. With young actors,
the change can be a difficult one. I may have to focus more on specific parts of the vocal warm
ups with them and do sound checks. Technical rehearsals add to the adjustments under
consideration. Music, sound effects, props, and costumes all add to the list of factors that can
affect actors’ vocal work. During this time, it is important to make sure that the actors are
maintaining vocal health and have the support they need. Once a production opens, my
involvement in the process usually ends, unless I am called in if a problem emerges.
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Chapter 2: Two Precious Maidens Ridiculed

Two Precious Maidens Ridiculed by Molière was my first solo vocal coaching endeavor.
Josh Chenard, director and acting professor at VCU, asked me to help with the vocal coaching of
this project in late 2010. I had seen his production of Animal Farm earlier that year and had
wanted the opportunity to work with him ever since. In our initial meeting we discussed his
vision for the project, how it related to the world of voice and speech, and what he believed the
vocal needs for the production would be. Due to the period in which the play was written, the
mid 1600s, the language is heightened; however Josh wanted the script to be very accessible to
a modern audience in order for it to maintain its humor and wit - key elements in French farce.
Rehearsals were to begin in January, so over the holidays in order to prepare for
coaching the student actors, I combed through the script and noted all of the French words,
unusual words, and any particularly difficult speeches. I created a packet to be distributed to all
of the actors on the first day I would meet with them. The packet included an introduction to
the role of a vocal coach, an IPA guide, and a list of challenging words in transliteration and IPA.
I knew that I would be working with undergraduate students, primarily theatre students, but
there was also the possibility that non-majors would try out for the play. I was unsure of where
in the process the actors would be with their knowledge of IPA; some would probably be first or
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second year students, whose knowledge of and experience with vocal work would be extremely
limited.
The play was to be performed in Hodges theatre, the main stage of VCU, which has its
unique vocal challenges including a dead spot centre stage and poor acoustics. Josh let me
know that I could lead vocal warm ups before rehearsals and performances. I knew that the
change from the rehearsal space to the theatre during tech week would be a major adjustment
and that volume for certain actors might present a challenge. We agreed that if I could not be
present for every performance, the assistant director would lead the vocal warm ups.
Josh Chenard asked that I come into the rehearsal process after the first week. He
explained that he likes to block the entire play before he begins character and vocal work.
During my first meeting with the entire cast, Josh and the stage manager Lisa Hardt were
present. By this point, I knew that a majority of actors were first or second year students,
including one non-major. I introduced myself and explained what a vocal coach does. I also
explained how I would collaborate with the director and that my goal was to fulfill his vision
vocally for the production. I handed out the voice packets to the actors and went over the
material with them. They were particularly keen on learning the French pronunciations. I used
call and response to go over the French names and challenging words and asked the actors to
record the words digitally, especially if they were struggling with the sounds. Of course some of
the sounds were modified for clarity, but a French flavor remained.
After my initial meeting with the actors, I observed them in rehearsal. I took detailed
notes on what I thought each actor would need and determined how many initial sessions I
16

thought that would entail. Josh and I met directly afterwards. He requested specific dates he
wanted me to be present, primarily during run-throughs, and we discussed my observations. I
asked for individual sessions with each actor, which were to be scheduled during scene work
when not all of the actors were needed.
The individual sessions proved to be the most beneficial both to the actors and to me,
primarily because of the time and specific attention to problem areas they afforded. One of the
early challenges that emerged was a vocal issue faced by a young female actor. She had been
diagnosed as having slender vocal cords which prevented the cords from closing properly
during phonation, a medical condition that caused her to have a hoarse voice. However, it did
not affect her singing voice since high notes require thinner vocal folds. As I was unfamiliar
with her condition, I researched it to determine whether or not there were any short term
solutions. I also consulted with my mentor, Janet Rodgers, and some colleagues who had
worked with this student. One of my colleagues suggested rib reserve work, something that
has fallen out of favor with many Voice and Speech instructors since the 1950s, because it limits
actors’ movement on stage and it gives many actors an unreal sound (Carey 5). However,
platform singers have traditionally used this technique, and master voice teacher Catherine
Fitzmaurice advocates its use as well. Rib reserve breathing involves an individual taking in
more air than necessary and never fully exhaling the breath. To top up the reserve, small, quick
breaths are taken when needed. The idea of using rib reserve with the actor with slender vocal
folds was to attempt to reduce her raspy sound by using a singing technique during speaking. I
also knew she would be wearing a corset as part of her costume. Rib reserve breathing works
well with actors wearing corsets, because their movement is limited as is their ability to take
17

deep breaths. Mel Churcher, renowned female actor, vocal coach and author told the British
Voice Association in an interview,
The emphasis on rib work from Garcia to the 1950's seemed to be directly
connected to the use of corsets, which impeded the abdominal area. Garcia
wrote that it was impossible to get a fast intake of breath…'Rib-reserve'
breathing was probably a later refinement of these attempts to counteract the
limitations imposed by corsetry.
As had previously been agreed upon with the director, since most of the actors had had
very little vocal training, I would lead them through a comprehensive vocal warm up. I
determined that using the same vocal warm up for the actors nightly during the rehearsal
process would be important, since I wanted them to replicate the work at home. I gave them
additional exercises as needed during the one-on-one sessions.
One of the actors was using increased volume to emphasize what he thought were
important words and thoughts. I worked with him on finding appropriate operative words and
on identifying the words which he was inappropriately stressing. Then we worked on
alternative ways to stress words. For comic effect this actor had been directed to raise his pitch
higher than his normal pitch level. Instead of having him use a falsetto voice through entire
speeches, I worked with him on selecting certain words and phrases on which to raise his pitch.
For several of the first year actors, downward inflection at the ends of lines was a
problem. There were two exercises in particular that I used to target this problem. The first
was The Throw by Patsy Rodenburg and it involves pitching the sound out like a baseball and
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following through with it until the end of the line (34). A key factor in this exercise is to involve
the entire body in the process. The second was the Y Buzz by Arthur Lessac. In his book The
Use and Training of the Human Voice Lessac states,
To feel the Ybuzz, say ‘yes’ and linger on the Y as if in hesitation: Y-y-y-yes. Say it
naturally and easily…on a comfortably low pitch…If you have placed the tone
right, you should feel a buzz or vibration on the forward section of the hard
palate and in the bone of the nose...the vibrations must be kept flowing forward.
(81-83)
The benefit of using the Y Buzz to prevent downward inflections is that it requires the
actor to extend sounds in a forward resonance at a constant rate.
With a third year actor smoking was an issue that greatly affected his voice. Once we
moved to the Hodges Theatre, he could not sustain his breath through the ends of lines. Even
after working on targeted breath exercises, he showed little improvement. I was uncertain
about the extent of his smoking and about whether or not he was actually practicing the
breathing exercises at home. To my surprise during live performances, his breath capacity
seemed to improve.
A vocal issue that emerged for the entire cast in Hodges Theatre was the lack of audible
consonant endings. To address the problem I introduced consonant drumming to the actors. I
asked them to pretend that they had a drum set in front of them. They had to drum the
voiceless sounds /p/, /t/ and /k/ in a rhythm. Then the voiceless sounds were reversed in order
of speaking, and finally voice was added to them to make /b/, /d/ and /g/ - these sounds were
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reversed in speaking also. Another consonant exercise I used with the actors was consonant
paint balls. The exercise involves actors lobbing imaginary consonant paint balls around the
space with their voices. They would work on the consonant I called out to them. I carefully
observed the actors’ necks and heads to make sure that they were not cutting off the airflow by
tilting their necks too far forwards or backwards. I also made sure that the daily vocal warm
ups included several tongue twisters including one that I had learned in England that had a
heavy emphasis on consonants, “Careful Katie cooked a crisp and crinkly cabbage. If Careful
Katie cooked a crisp and crinkly cabbage, where’s the crisp and crinkly cabbage careful Katie
cooked?”
The one non-theatre major had the most difficulty sustaining healthy breathing patterns
during live performances. While he participated in vocal warm ups, he fell back into his
habitual vocal patterns during performances. He has quite a powerful voice and tended to rely
on it instead of adopting new breathing patterns. Of particular concern was how he titled his
head back in performances. I gave him notes and offered to meet with him for additional
sessions. He started to show some improvement towards the end.
Besides the one-on-one sessions and the vocal warm ups, I took copious notes during
performances. Josh Chenard allocated time for me to give my notes after each run-through
that I observed, usually before he gave the acting notes. He was not present during the notes I
gave, which relieved the time pressure, but the stage manager was there and able to mark the
changes I was suggesting.
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Since volume in the space was a major concern, I did volume checks with the actors
each night we were in Hodges. Some of the actors became anxious about volume checks even
though it was important to let them know the level they needed to be at. Looking back,
depending on time, instead of a straight forward check, I would have liked to use an exercise
that allows the actors to gradually fill the space. The exercise has two actors starting close
together and then slowly moving apart. Each time they move they repeat their lines. Thus the
volume increases instinctively without the actors’ anxieties or resistance emerging.
Towards opening night I greatly reduced the number of notes I gave the actors and tried
giving mainly positive reinforcements. I always asked for actors to let me know of any concerns
as they arose, and I let them know I was available for additional sessions at their request or
mine. Most of all I let them know that for every note they received that required an
adjustment, there were ten they didn’t receive because they had done so well.
As my introduction to vocal coaching came to an end, I was surprised by how much I had
enjoyed it. Working with Josh Chenard was a wonderful introduction to vocal coaching a
production. His openness, creativity, and sense of humor made the whole experience a joy.
The cast had worked hard and had been for the most part very open to the work. The
experience led me to the realization that vocal coaching was something I wanted to do again.
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Chapter 3: Troy Women

A fellow MFA candidate at VCU, Sarah Provencal, had heard me discussing vocal work in
a directing class. She approached me about vocal coaching for an upcoming production she
was doing of Troy Women adapted by Karen Hartman from Euripides’ The Trojan Women. The
production would be for Shafer’s Alliance Laboratory Theatre (SALT), a student run theatre
group that operates under the umbrella of VCU. All performances run for a weekend only in
the Shafer Street Theatre that seats 150 people. SALT productions are allocated lighting and
sound students but any other requirements such as sets and costumes are up to the students to
provide. The idea is for experimental work to arise with minimal technical involvement.
Sarah explained some of her preliminary ideas about Troy Women and the vocal needs
she anticipated; in particular she wanted the character Cassandra to speak in several accents
and dialects during one of her monologues. She also gave me a copy of the script. After
reading the script, I accepted the position of vocal coach for the production. I found the play to
be a powerful representation of women; even though they were victims, they were given a
strong voice. The language of the adaptation is accessible since it is current, but it is highly
poetic, especially in certain sections. The challenge would be for the actors not to fall into an
unintentional fixed rhythm or pattern. Other needs I assessed were with the chorus work and
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vocal extreme work. There is a five women chorus, with some dialogue to be spoken in unison
and other dialogue that would require a rhythmical pattern without the actors losing sense of
what they were saying. The vocal extremes included a male scream, whispering, and crying.
I explained to Sarah that I would not have time to create an extensive packet. However,
I put together a very brief packet that included an introduction to what a vocal coach does, an
IPA guide, and pronunciations for all of the Greek names in IPA. Since the cast consisted
primarily of second year actors, I knew that most of them would have studied IPA already. I
would be going over all pronunciations with the cast in person for those who did not know IPA.
Besides the second year actors, the cast consisted of a few first year actors and three
seniors. Due to scheduling issues, in the initial meeting I did not meet the entire cast at the
same time. I was asked to come to several of the first rehearsals to observe the director’s work
with the cast and to start work with the chorus or leading actors who were not needed. I
always started with a vocal warm up which followed the director’s warm up. I distributed the
packets to the cast members who were present and went over the Greek names and places
with them to ensure standardized and correct pronunciation.
Work with the chorus began slowly since not all of the five actors were able to attend
the rehearsals at the same time. What the staggered schedule allowed though was ample time
to work with each chorus member on individual sections. However, one of the chorus dropped
out of the production and was replaced at the last minute. Fortunately the final addition was a
senior with a well established vocal training. Her vocal choices were usually spot on. She
played a child in the chorus and the challenge for her was to not make her voice exaggeratedly
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young. She achieved a nice balance of innocence and at times coyness. Her rhythm was quite
good and she helped keep the chorus in unison. It was very helpful to have two third year
students in the chorus so that the younger actors could observe their work. The first and
second year chorus members needed much more time and attention. One first year chorus
member had a section filled with descriptive language. I asked her to imagine a different
emotion for each description, of which there were three, and to try saying the lines with the
chosen emotions. She was able to find two emotions but really struggled to express the final
one. I suggested emotions for her to try and she was still unable to connect with the text,
which lead me to believe she needed time away to work on it on her own. I asked her to come
back to me in her next session with some new choices or to work on the ones we had already
made. Throughout the run of the play she improved in clarity on that section but the choices
were not always obvious. I believe she needed to work on connecting her voice to her inner
life, which can be a long term process.
Another member of the chorus struggled with downward inflections and with mumbling
her words. To address the downward inflections, I used Pasty Rodenburg’s The Push exercise,
which involves having actors push against a wall forcefully, keeping their eyes looking at the
wall so their heads do not drop down, while saying lines (34). The point of using the exercise
was to allow the actor’s breath to become diaphragmatic and to help the actor maintain vocal
energy. For clarity, I asked her to imagine she were speaking to a child and slow her speech
down. Then I told her we were going to turn our backs towards each other. She would say a
line and once I had heard it, I would repeat it and we would each take a step forward. The idea
is that we would be moving further and further apart, and she would have to repeat lines over
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again until it became clear to her the level of articulation that was necessary. Her voice was
quite powerful, and she began to blossom vocally.
The chorus work with the entire group went quite well. Since a movement coach had
come in they had established set movement patterns, which helped greatly with their vocal
rhythms. During several scenes they beat on the ground, which further helped with vocal
rhythms. The main challenge for the group was picking up cues after they had individual lines.
I worked with them on keeping established rhythms during those times and on not hesitating
after cues. They managed to maintain the sense of the words and not fall into monotonous
vocal patterns even though they were speaking in rhythmical patterns. Some of that was
achieved by varying the pace. Of course it was also vital to maintain clarity. I worked with
them on consonant endings through consonant drumming and short tongue twisters containing
words with similar consonant endings.
There was one section towards the end of the play that the chorus always struggled
with. They frequently didn’t come in at the same time. The problem seemed to be a lack of
energy more than a vocal issue. I drilled the actors on that section but the difference really
occurred once the movement coach came in to drill them; then they were able to connect to
words as a unit. That was a powerful reminder for me about the connection between voice and
movement.
During my time working with the lead actors an issue emerged with two of them; they
tended to stress pronouns. I spent a lot of time with them going over operative words and
discussing which words should be stressed and which words should generally not be stressed.
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They were both in the early stages of exploring text work in their classes and were keen to
analyze their lines from a vocal perspective. I asked them to start working on identifying which
words were important in a sentence. Another aspect I explored with them was different ways
to stress words or phrases. Both of them tended to stress words with volume. I asked them to
emphasize their new operative words with pitch and rhythm. We went over many of the
sentences together. Sometimes they were very successful in achieving the changes but at other
times they would fall back into well established habits.
The poetic language was really difficult for two of the actors. They fell into vocal
patterns and lost the meaning of the words entirely. In individual sessions I asked each of them
to stop and just tell me the story in a regular conversation. For one of the actors this simple
exercise worked extremely well. Since she had many lines, she was somewhat inconsistent
with maintaining the work we did individually but the improvement was marked and continued
throughout the run of the show. The story telling exercise did not work for the second actor. I
suggested a different exercise to break her rhythm. Her lines were quite choppy and often
there was no clear flow between them, which I think was part of the problem. I asked her to
identify her beats and physically change direction after each line. The exercise worked quite
well in our session, but she was unable to sustain it during the next rehearsal. She and I talked
about it, and she identified that she had become locked in a certain character that was affecting
her vocal work. After clearing it with the director, the actor made a different character choice,
which greatly improved the sense of her lines.
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Working on the vocal extremes was quite interesting, particularly the male scream. The
actor has a deep, resonant voice and was frustrated by the prospect of screaming. I was
concerned for his vocal health too, so we decided on a powerful wail instead. We worked on
finding a physical posture that would allow him to support his breath and find the sounds he
needed. The posture he settled on was one where his knees were bent while he breathed in,
and then as he straightened up he let out his voice on a powerful, anguished wail. He was very
successful at connecting his voice and emotions, so I believed the director would be pleased
with the results even though it was not a scream. After the session that evening, I met with the
director and discussed the results. She was open to the wail and after seeing it in rehearsal
decided she really liked it.
Another vocal extreme was the stage whisper. The actor was worried about straining
her voice as the whisper was quite emotional – it was used as part of a curse. I asked the actor
to add her voice to the whisper, so it became a voiced whisper. The director really liked the
quality of the sound, but the actor found it a difficult sound to sustain. The whispered section
was not long but it followed a highly emotional scene, so her reasons were well founded. What
helped was making sure she had adequate breath support right before the whisper. Once we
were able to work out the breathing, the voiced whisper did not strain her voice.
The final vocal extreme of crying turned out not to be an issue. One of the actors who
needed to could cry on command. During rehearsals and every performance she had no
problem summoning up the tears. The other actor could not cry as easily but the part required
her to be stoic most of the time. Apart from a very emotional scene towards the end of the
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play, the director had blocked her with her back turned or her head down during the times
when she had to cry. Again what worked best was an anguished wail; a nice addition was the
weeping sounds from the chorus.
The actor playing Cassandra had to employ several accents during an emotional speech.
Sarah had requested accents or dialects that reflected men’s stereotypical views of subservient
women or women who tried to please men. The actor and I discussed options. So that she did
not have to learn many new dialects, we tried to work with the ones she already knew. We
decided on a Southern belle in the Scarlett O’Hara vein, a Russian in the mail-order-bride vein,
and a geisha. The only accent she didn’t know was the Japanese one. My time with her was
quite limited, but I knew that she had extensive experience learning dialects and that she had a
good ear. I provided her with the resources so she could listen to the accent and transcribe it
into IPA. I scheduled a time when I could listen to her work to see how she was progressing.
Initially the sounds changes were there, but the rhythm was not. We practiced some of the
sentences with the rhythm adjustments. She went home and worked on it again. The next
time I met with her, she had the rhythm perfectly. She had been cast very well; it would have
been more difficult for a less experienced actor to switch among a dialect and two accents as
easily, while speaking poetic language.
Working with Sarah on Troy Women I was able to function as a vocal coach in the fullest
sense of the word - I was a text, vocal, and dialect coach. Since the cast was quite large, the
language of the play poetic, and the actors inexperienced, I was allowed much freedom in my
work with the actors. Sarah really trusted my instincts, and I was careful to follow her vision
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and make sure I got her feedback on any changes or major adjustments. I also made sure I had
several options to offer in case the initial ideas did not fit with her vision. She often consulted
with me on vocal issues and was open to new ideas. Nan Withers-Wilson talks about the
importance of unity between the director and vocal coach, and I believe the reason we worked
so well together is that we managed to achieve that unity (59). The actors were an absolute
pleasure to work with as well. They were eager to have vocal input and actively sought me out
for help with problem areas. I truly feel I was able to help them make marked progress.
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Chapter 4: Bar and Ger

When I was sixteen at the then Johannesburg School of Art, Ballet, Music and Drama, I
saw a student directed production of Bar and Ger by Geraldine Aron. The one act was simply
and beautifully portrayed by two actors with no props, except for two cushions. Later I
discovered that the playwright had suggested the simplicity, the cushions, the music, and even
the blocking. Regardless, the power of the words, the acting, and the story left an indelible
impression on me. It is the account of a brother and sister growing up under difficult
circumstances and the bond they form. The play takes place over a series of brief scenes at
different points in the characters’ lives. It focuses on their relationship and meaningful
moments in their lives. While the brother dies in the end, the poignancy of how he lives on in
his sister’s memory is truly touching. The play includes humor, mischief, sadness, and
profundity. I hoped one day to be able to direct it.
Years later, in the fall of 2011, an opportunity to direct it emerged. I turned in a
proposal for Bar and Ger to Shafer Alliance Laboratory Theatre (SALT)’s season and they
accepted it. It fit very well with SALT’s request for limited technical demands, scene
requirements, and production demands. Going into the project I was aware that my experience
as a vocal coach would affect my approach to directing. In this chapter I will analyze the vocal
discoveries I made from the directing chair and discuss the vocal issues that emerged.
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Bar and Ger is set in London and South Africa, so I was hoping to find actors already
adept at the Standard British dialect, RP. I had specified in the notice that I wanted British
monologues and that the actors would read sides from the script. Ultimately, I did not get
actors who were proficient in RP, but I was confident that they could pick the dialect up since
they had made an admirable attempt during the audition.
In the first read through, I asked the actors not to attempt the dialect since I wanted to
teach it to them before they started to form wrong habits or make inaccurate assumptions. In
the meantime, I listened for their command of language, choice of operative words, and use of
rhythm and pitch. Most of all I was curious to see if they could sustain a story with their voices.
Both of the actors were in the first semester of their second year at VCU, which meant that
they were only just beginning their vocal work in earnest. Since I had worked with first and
second year students before, I knew that when they transitioned from rehearsal spaces to the
stage many of them had difficulty being heard, trouble hitting final consonants, and a tendency
towards downward inflections. I decided it was vital for the cast to begin every rehearsal with a
vocal warm up. In the beginning, the warm ups were extensive with the aim of helping the cast
develop their own warm ups before the production went up.
I started working on the dialects with the actors in the first rehearsal since I wanted
them to get used to the dialect as soon as possible. I went over sound changes with them
(using call and response), key words, and key sentences, from Paul Meier’s Accents and Dialects
for the Stage and Screen and then had them apply the work to the entire script over two
sessions. The actors picked up the dialects quite quickly, but they struggled with consistency on
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certain sounds especially the /ɔ/ of law and the /ɒ/ of golf. The female actor mastered the
pitch and rhythm early on which helped her dialect to sound quite authentic.
Once we had finished the dialect work, I started working through the script with the
actors, looking at operative words and motivation. A big challenge for actors in this play is that
they have to portray the characters aging over a seventeen year period. The brother, Bar,
starts out as a baby and dies at seventeen, while the sister, Ger, starts out as a ten year old and
gradually reaches the age of twenty-seven. Since the characters are not always in scenes
together, sometimes they age at different times. Based on the information we had, the actors
and I consciously decided what age we thought the characters were in every scene. Of course
the most important age shifts were from childhood to adolescence for the brother and from
childhood to adolescence and then to young adulthood for the sister. The playwright,
Geraldine Aron, states there should be, “no pouting, flouncing, or baby voices,” and I wanted to
honor her sentiment as much as possible (6). I strongly agreed that the characters should not
come across as babyish or overly childish.
The most challenging age shift for the female actor was from late adolescence to early
adulthood. We decided that the best way to accomplish the aging process was through a less
playful tone of voice and for her to show joy and humor in a more restrained way. There is a
period in the play where the characters do not see each other for a while and their subsequent
reunion is a time of rediscovering one another. During one of the rehearsals of that scene an
interesting thing happened – the female actor brought some of the youthfulness back into her
performance vocally through a higher pitched tone of voice. I really liked what had happened
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and decided to leave it in the performance because it had a ring of truthfulness to it; many
people revert back to childhood when they are surrounded by family, especially when they
haven’t seen each other in a while.
The female actor had lines that revealed information about her father’s alcoholism and
how afraid the children were when he was in an alcoholic state. She had to find a balance
vocally, especially as a child, when she mentioned the violence. I asked her to try the lines two
different ways – first completely straight with little emotion, second showing fear. The far
more powerful choice was the first one.
The male actor’s aging process had different challenges; specifically he had to appear
young without being annoying or overly childish. His vocal quality for the character as a child
was animated and higher pitched than his normal voice and his tone was bright. He made the
shift from boyhood to adolescence through a physical transition and through the deepening of
his voice. He also managed to achieve a somewhat detached air in contrast to his portrayal of
the character as a boy.
The biggest challenge for the male actor was with downward inflections, which needed
to be addressed because not only would they affect his intelligibility but also the dialect. RP
speakers do not typically use as many downwards inflections as General American speakers. I
worked with the actor on carrying his lines through to the ends of sentences in the vocal warm
ups, through having him use Patsy Rodenburg’s chair exercise, The Lift, her wall exercise, The
Push, mentioned in an earlier chapter, and her ball exercise, The Throw, also mentioned in an
earlier chapter (34). The Lift involves having an actor hold a chair above her/his head while
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saying lines from a script. The idea is for the breathing to become diaphragmatic and for the
actor to be able to sustain her/his voice and the thought behind it. The male actor improved
over time, but he had to be reminded not to use downward inflections throughout the
rehearsal process.
Nan-Withers Wilson talks about the importance of lighting and how it can affect actors’
performances (62). When I met with the lighting designer, Joseph Thompson, he had some
initial ideas about the lighting and how it would affect the mood. Since we didn’t have a set or
props, I knew lighting would be crucial for establishing a professional feel to the production.
After Joe saw a run-through, he believed changing the lights between every scene would be too
distracting, but he proposed a few major shifts. The strongest changes would be very bright
light for the happy, fun times between Bar and Ger, soft yellow light for the serious talks about
the father, and finally blue light during the scene in which Ger talks about Bar’s death. Since
Joe came into the production towards the end of the rehearsal period, he ended up matching
the lighting to the vocal choices of the production. Therefore, in this case the actors’
performances were not affected by the lighting; rather the lighting was adjusted to the actors.
As I had hoped, the lighting was a wonderful addition to the production and greatly enhanced
the work that was already being done.
From this production I was able to truly note the connection between lighting and vocal
work. It was something I had realized subconsciously but had never really dwelled on.
However, since I was directing as well as vocal coaching, using light in a deliberate way was a
powerful experience for me. I also discovered the subtle acting possibilities of having
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characters age vocally. I believe the choices were strong and worked well, although I’m
wondering if Geraldine Aron would have approved of all of them especially the ones for the
characters as children. At no time did the actors use baby voices, but there was some pouting.
Maybe the actors and I could have discovered alternative ways to show cross and upset
emotions instead of going for the obvious choice. Ultimately, I am grateful for the experience
of working on Bar and Ger and how this short play once again left an impression on me that will
last for years to come.
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Chapter 5: Suddenly Last Summer

Acting professor and director Josh Chenard and I had established a very good working
relationship on Two Precious Maidens Ridiculed, so I was pleased to be hired as the dialect
coach on his next production Suddenly Last Summer for a local theatre, Richmond Triangle
Players. It was my first experience working as a dialect coach outside of an academic setting,
and I was interested to experience firsthand the differences between vocal work in a
professional setting verses an academic one.
Suddenly Last Summer is set in New Orleans. Since I was unfamiliar with the dialect I
decided to research it before our first meeting. I discovered a documentary made in 1985 by
Louis Alvarez and Andrew Kolker called Yeah You Rite! The documentary divided New Orleans
dialects into several categories – ‘Yat,’ African American Vernacular English, and the Garden
District dialect. When watching clips of the documentary I was surprised that speakers of the
‘Yat’ dialect sounded much closer to a Brooklyn dialect than to Southern dialects. The Garden
District dialect is an upper class one, which does feature the famous Southern drawl but is
spoken at a somewhat rapid rate. I also wanted to consider the Cajun accent, even though it is
from a different part of Louisiana, since it is so strongly associated with the region.
Rehearsals were scheduled to begin in August, so Josh and I had our preliminary
meeting at the beginning of the summer. Josh explained that he was concerned about using
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New Orleans dialects because they could be difficult to understand. He was also cognizant of
the fact that most people associate Tennessee Williams plays with a Deep South dialect,
especially due to movie versions of the plays. He did not want the New Orleans dialects to
become a distraction as people tried to work out where the characters were from.
Josh requested that there to be two dialects in the production – an upper class Deep
South accent and a working class Deep South accent. He thought a Georgia dialect might be
along the lines of what he was looking for. However, he wanted to avoid the stereotypical nonrhotic dialect (a dialect where the final and medial r sounds are dropped unless they begin a
syllable in the medial position) often associated with Tennessee Williams. He wanted a more
modern sound. After hearing his ideas, I said that I would present him with some dialect
samples and choices at our next meeting.
We then discussed my role in the production. It was agreed that I would come in for the
read-through, and then in the next rehearsal I would have an initial session with the entire cast
to go over the pronunciation of names, places, and challenging words. I would then meet for a
group session with any actors who did not know the assigned dialect. He also asked that I be
present for all the run-throughs and be available for extra sessions when needed.
A few weeks later Josh and I met again to discuss some ideas I had about dialects. I
advised against a Georgia dialect and instead suggested that we stay with dialects close to
Louisiana and aim for a general regional sound including upper Louisiana, Mississippi, and
Alabama. I believed Georgia was moving too far away from the languorous sound that suited
the play but that a Mississippi dialect would fit with it very well and meet audience
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expectations. A dated Mississippi Delta dialect is what is most often associated with Tennessee
Williams. However, to avoid the stereotypical non-rhotic dated dialect, I suggested that all the
r sounds be voiced. The actors would not use hard r sounds though, except possibly with the
lower class dialects.
I asked Josh to consider a modified stage Cajun for the lower class characters. Since the
characters aspired to be in more affluent circles and lived a somewhat affluent lifestyle already,
I suggested using only three Cajun sounds – the French Cajun /ʁ/, and the /d/ instead of /ð/
and the /t/ instead of /θ/. I demonstrated the changes for Josh. I also offered a second option
of a lower-class Mississippi dialect and demonstrated that for him too. He chose the second
option, because he believed the Cajun would be a distraction. I also asked about whether he
wanted the actor playing Dr. Cukrowicz, the sole outsider in the play, to have a Southern
dialect. Josh said his initial impression was yes, but that he would make the determination
later.
I listened to numerous dialect samples on George Mason University’s Accent Archives
and the International Dialects of English Archive (IDEA) website through the University of
Kansas. I specifically looked for middle aged and older speakers of North Louisiana, Mississippi,
and Alabama. I also searched through hours of YouTube clips of famous speakers from the
region. I was searching for clear samples of upper class speakers and working class speakers.
When I saw the cast list, I knew that two of the leads were from the Deep South - one of
the actors was from Mississippi and another was from Alabama. I was pleased that authentic
speakers of the region would be present for the other actors to emulate on a daily basis. I was
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unsure of how many of the actors would be able to do the dialect, but I believed that they
would probably at least be familiar with it.
During the first read-through I asked the actors who were familiar with a
Mississippi/Deep South regional sound to attempt the dialect if they were comfortable doing
so. I wanted to hear where the actors were with the dialect and what sounds they needed to
work on. As the read-through progressed, I discovered that there were four who did not know
it at all.
At the end of the read-through I distributed a packet for the actors that included an IPA
guide, a list of challenging words transcribed in IPA and written out in transliteration, and a list
of websites where the actors could find good dialect samples. I explained that I would be
sending an email with links to the best samples for the characters i.e. upper-class or lowerclass. I also went over the pronunciations of the challenging words with the cast.
Before my first dialect session Josh decided that he would like the actor playing Dr.
Cukrowicz to not speak with a Southern dialect. The rehearsals had convinced both Josh and
me of the importance of the doctor sounding different from everyone else. When I met for the
first hour-long dialect session with the actors who did not know the dialect, we covered all of
the sound changes using call and response, key words, and key sentences. I used Paul Meier’s
book Accents and Dialects for Stage and Screen. We had time left to briefly apply the sound
changes to a few pages of the script. I listened as the actors read the pages aloud in the dialect
and made suggestions for adjustments as needed. Early on in the process of individual
coaching, I usually suggest changes at the end of each sentence as soon as I hear the actor
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losing the dialect. I believe it is important to make the adjustments early before an actor forms
inaccurate habits. When the actor is more proficient at the dialect, I wait and give notes at the
end of a scene in order to not interrupt the actor’s train of thought and the progress of her/his
work. After the first session, I let the actors know that the next time we met I would listen to
them apply the dialect to their scripts further. Only two of the actors were able to be present
for the first session, so I met with the third actor separately to cover the sound changes with
her too. The fourth actor was playing Dr. Cukrowicz and no longer needed to learn the dialect.
I was very encouraged because the actors picked up the sound changes quite easily.
However, in the second session, I discovered the value of reinforcing the work we had
previously done. Consistency with certain sound changes was an issue for the female lead. She
had some very emotional scenes and would lose the dialect somewhat during those moments.
I met with her and we went over the sound changes in some of her emotional monologues. I
gave her notes after every rehearsal that I attended, and she worked on making the changes.
She ended up really incorporating the dialect well into the part. She had the additional
challenge of having to adjust her dialect depending upon whom she was with. I suggested that
she thicken the dialect when she was with her mother and brother, the two lower-class
characters, and soften it when she was with the other characters.
The second actor I worked with was doing very well with the dialect until mid- way
through the rehearsal process. All of a sudden she lost the dialect completely. We met and
went over some of the key changes again. She applied the changes to her part and everything
went well during that rehearsal. Then at the next rehearsal, she lost the dialect again. She was
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somewhat frustrated that she kept losing it. We met again, and she went over her part with
me. We worked extensively on using the dialect during the scene where her character becomes
angry. After the session she was able to go back into the dialect and sustain it very well
throughout the evening. What I suggested was that she listen to a clip of the dialect from the
GMU website every night before rehearsals to internalize the sounds and to make sure she was
consciously listening to them. I also asked her to practice her emotional scene and to digitally
record her voice; then to play back the recording and note where she lost the dialect. She
agreed to the suggestions.
I was very pleased that she was able to mostly retain the dialect from that point
forwards. I am still not entirely sure why she lost the dialect mid-way through the rehearsal
process, but it was a valuable experience for me to see the necessity of repeated reinforcement
for some actors and how dialects can and should be a part of their vocal warm up.
During the first dress rehearsal an interesting thing occurred. I noticed that one of the
actors who was from the region slipped out of the dialect. Although the dialect was natural for
the actor, many years of living away from the region and using Standard American speech had
affected that particular performance. Dialects are often dropped in the first dress rehearsal, as
is much vocal work, since the actors have so many other things to focus on. Nan-Withers
Wilson advises not to attend first dress rehearsals (72), but I had wanted to be there that
evening to hear how the music and sound effects would affect the actors’ performances.
(Some vocal coaches attend technical rehearsals, but I have found it difficult to fully gage how
the music and sound effects will affect the actors’ vocally until I see everything put together).
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However, I learned an important lesson, and have decided that in the future it would be better
not to attend a first dress rehearsal, but rather to wait until the second one.
Although my role as a dialect coach in this production was much more limited than my
role as a vocal coach in my previous work on university productions, I always felt that I was an
integral part of the production team, and that I was very connected to the process. My work on
the production focused on dialects, dialects applied to the script, pronunciations of words, and
dialect consistency. As a vocal coach I grew from this experience, and truly enjoyed having the
opportunity to collaborate with Josh Chenard again. He values the opinions of his team, takes
risks, and has a positive spirit. I also appreciated working with such a dedicated, talented cast
and production crew.
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Chapter 6: My Fair Lady

Around the same time I was hired to dialect coach for Richmond Triangle Players, I was
approached about co-dialect coaching My Fair Lady for Barksdale Theatre, the leading
professional theatre of Central Virginia. My colleague Stacey Cabaj had already agreed to
dialect coach the production for them, but since she would be performing as Eliza Doolittle and
since the cast was quite large, it was determined that a second dialect coach would be
beneficial. I was very pleased to be working on the project with Stacey, an actor and vocal
practitioner of the highest caliber.
Stacey and I met with Bruce Miller, the Artistic Director of Barksdale Theatre and
Founding Artistic Director of Theatre IV, in early August of 2011 to discuss his concept for the
production. He was directing My Fair Lady in honor of the Empire Theatre’s 100th Birthday –
the Empire Theatre is one of three theatres run by Barksdale/Theatre IV. Since the Empire “was
Richmond's first theater to be built specifically to house racially mixed audiences” (Jones),
Miller believed the story of Eliza breaking social boundaries was an ideal fit for the Empire
Theatre’s centennial celebration. As dialects are a fundamental element in My Fair Lady, it is
essential that the dialects are accurate. Since I have extensive experience with British dialects
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after having lived and trained in the UK, I was confident that I would be a positive addition to
the team.
In the meeting, Stacey and I discussed with Bruce the estimated time we needed for
group sessions and individual sessions, the way in which notes would be communicated, and
how scheduling would operate. It was agreed that we would need an hour and a half group
session for Received Pronunciation (RP) and Cockney respectively. I would be the sole dialect
coach working with the leading actors in individual sessions, and after listening to the actors in
the first read-through, I would request individual sessions with Wendy Vandergrift, the stage
manager. I would also make myself available for any actors who requested sessions with me.
It was important to work out the roles that Stacey and I would fulfill early on to ensure a
cohesive approach. Bruce, Stacey, and I determined that I would be the ‘ears on the ground’ –
in other words I would be present during run-throughs to determine areas that needed to be
addressed. Stacey would be available for the cast to consult with whenever I was not around.
She and I would confer regularly about how things were progressing.
After the meeting with Bruce, Stacey and I set up a schedule for developing packets for
each dialect and accent; we decided to meet on a weekly basis for five weeks. During the first
meeting Stacey and I started working on an RP packet and determined we would follow with a
Cockney one, and finally a Hungarian one. We decided that all of the packets would have the
sound changes written in Transliteration instead of IPA, since we believed a majority of the cast
would not be familiar with IPA. We also divided the sections on challenging words between us
– I would work on RP and Stacey on Cockney.
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To develop our packets we looked at several sources and used the ones we found most
accessible. We prepared the sound changes adapted primarily from Paul Meier’s Accents and
Dialects for the Stage and Screen, and used material from Ginny Kopf’s Dialect Handbook. We
also included an introductory section about the dialects in historical or geographical context
and information on the dialects’ characteristics such as rhythm, pitch, and kinesthetic triggers.
Since we have both lived in the UK, we used our personal knowledge to add further sound
changes and aspects we considered important. Stacey brought up an important point. She had
noticed in a production of My Fair Lady that all the Cockneys were saying the word rain /ɹeɪn/
normally and Eliza was pronouncing it as rine /ɹaɪn/. She cautioned that we needed to make
sure that all of the Cockneys pronounced rain as rine, otherwise the song “The Rain in Spain”
makes no sense later in the play. Her point was well taken. Why would Eliza be the only
Cockney to pronounce the word that way?
For me, the Hungarian accent proved to be the most challenging and the most
rewarding aspect of the vocal work. There are not many sources available for the Hungarian
accent, presumably because it is not a widely used one in the theatre. When we compared the
sources we managed to find, they were often contradictory. We decided to analyze samples of
Hungarian accents on George Mason University’s (GMU) Accent Archives and on the University
of Kansas’ International Dialects of English Archives websites and listen for consistent sound
changes in a majority of speakers. GMU’s website is very helpful because it includes a phonetic
transcription of all of the subjects, which makes it very easy to compare speakers. Stacey and I
were specifically looking for samples of Hungarian speakers who had not lived in an English
speaking country for years and for ones that had not grown up speaking English. Often samples
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of older speakers have proven to be invaluable since globalization was not as prominent years
ago and the spread of English was still limited, especially in certain regions of the world such as
the former Soviet bloc.
Once Stacey and I had found good samples, we compared the sound changes to our
primary sources - Robert Blumenfeld’s Accents: A Manual for Actors and Herman and Herman’s
Foreign Dialects. We did not have time to complete the work in our weekly meeting, so we
divided the sound changes. I worked on the consonant changes and Stacey on the vowels.
When we next met, the final result was a comprehensive packet that included the sound
changes of the Hungarian accent. An additional feature we discussed was how thick the accent
should be. We wanted to let the actor know of the accent choices he could make. He might
chose to have only hints of an accent since his character has lived in England for a long time, or
to have a heavy accent in order to play up the comic effect of an inept phonetician, his
character’s career choice.
The evening of the read-through, I was keen to hear where the cast were in terms of the
dialects. I knew some of them and their previous dialect work through VCU; I also knew that
some of the principals were very experienced actors who had worked previously with RP. My
goal during the read-through was to determine who needed coaching, who needed a brief
session for fine tuning, and who didn’t need coaching. However, I realized that it would be very
important to respect the actors’ processes and determine my level of involvement based on
their responses during individual sessions. Before the read-through I introduced myself to the
cast during the production team introductions. I briefly explained what I did and asked them to
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pick up packets from me at the end of the read-through. I also asked them to attempt the
dialect if they felt comfortable doing so or had had experience with it.
Throughout the read-through I made notes on sound changes I would need to work on
with individual actors. On the whole, it was evident that the ensemble would benefit greatly
from the dialect sessions as would a few of the principals. However the actor playing Henry
Higgins was quite proficient at RP, and I decided it would not be necessary for him to have any
dialect sessions unless he requested them. As I suspected, there were other principals who
would need a brief session to work on one or two sound changes. Over all I was impressed that
most of the leading actors were adept at conveying the pitch and rhythm of RP and Cockney,
which is a huge part of making a dialect or accent sound believable. Therefore I knew the focus
of my sessions would primarily be on helping the actors make accurate sound changes.
The actor playing the Hungarian character, Zoltan Karpathy, had used a Russian accent
during the read through. The accent was quite good, and as previously noted, since Hungarian
sources are not easy to find, it was an obvious solution he had employed - to work on a well
known accent in the same region. However, Hungarian is not a Slavic language, and I was
hoping the actor would be open to making some big changes. I was planning on requesting a
session with the actor, but he was under no obligation to meet with me.
Before I arranged individual sessions, the stage manager had scheduled me to meet
with the entire ensemble to work on RP and Cockney. However, the actor playing Karpathy
requested an early session with me. Since he was also part of the ensemble, his individual
session was scheduled during the same time as the ensemble session. To avoid overlapping, it
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was decided that Stacey would work with the ensemble until my Hungarian accent session
ended.
I was very pleased that the actor playing Karpathy had asked to meet with me. It meant
that he was aware there was a problem with the accent, and that he was open to working with
a coach. From listening to him play two parts, I knew he had a good ear for dialects/accents.
When we met, I asked him if he had any concerns and if there was anything I could help him
with. He confirmed my suspicion that he had had difficulty finding accurate information on the
accent. I went over the packet with him briefly, as it was evident that he was liked to work on
accents on his own. I explained the differences between a Hungarian accent and a Russian one
and encouraged him to listen to the samples I had listed in the packet. I also offered to email
him some links to YouTube clips of Bela Lugosi, Zsa Zsa Gabor, and Adam Somlai-Fischer, the
Founder of Prezi. He said he that he would look the clips up himself. We discussed the options
of a slight accent or a heavy one, and he was in favor of a heavy one. Over all the session was a
very positive one.
Stacey had been working with the ensemble on RP, so when I arrived I took over with
Cockney. We used the method of call and response for the sound changes, and since time was
limited we immediately applied the work to songs. What was new for me was working on a
musical and working with such a large cast. Stacey has a background in musical theatre, so she
was very familiar with incorporating dialects within songs. It was very helpful observing her
work on some of the RP songs with the cast – how she used call and response with the lyrics,
then counted the actors in and let them apply the changes to the song. I worked on the
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Cockney songs with them in a similar way. The system worked very well, and I was able to use
it successfully whenever I was present during musical rehearsals with the ensemble. I only used
call and response when covering new songs; otherwise, I just gave notes and suggested
changes. The musical director, Ben Houghton, requested my presence on several occasions,
and as I learned his style of rehearsing, we developed a strong working relationship. Besides
working with the ensemble on using dialects in songs, I worked with them on individual lines.
When my work with the principals began, the stage manager and I were in constant
touch about which actors I needed to see and the time estimates I needed for each session.
She was wonderfully accommodating and arranged my sessions with them shortly before or
after their scenes. Some of the actors required very little time at all, while others needed more
extensive work. I always tried to respect the actors’ processes and to be sensitive to their
needs.
I was surprised when two of the most experienced actors sought me out to ask for my
assistance. I learned that sometimes the people who need the least amount of guidance can be
the ones most open to it and the most gracious about it. The first one approached me early on
in the process even though she had been doing British dialects for years. She asked me to let
her know if there were any problems because she really did not like British accents to be
performed poorly. Later on she would be the first one to approach me for notes, even though
her dialect was quite good. When we met in an individual session, there were only a few words
that we discussed; mainly words with an r coloration. I suggested getting rid of the terminal r in
all words and softening the r in initial positions and medial positions where it begins a syllable.
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She was able to make the adjustments quickly and to sustain them during rehearsals and
performances.
The other leading actor who approached me was the actor playing Higgins. Although I
had determined that he did not need any RP coaching, he had had an idea for his character. He
wanted to learn the Hungarian accent to mimic Zoltan Karpathy when he was recounting the
ballroom scene at home. I met with the actor and we worked on the accent by going over all of
the sound changes, key words, key phrases and placement. He picked up the accent easily, and
when I heard him using it on stage it sounded very authentic. My concern though, was that the
audience would miss some of the crucial dialogue since the accent was quite heavy. When the
actor and I discussed that possibility, he said that he, too, had determined it would be better
not to use it.
As my work with the principals continued, I had a very valuable experience with trying
to fix a dialect that was for the most part quite good but was missing one or two key sound
changes. I began as usual by asking the actor if he had any concerns about the dialect. He said
that he had been using RP for years but had never had the opportunity to really learn it. He had
picked it up on his own over the years by ear and was aware that there might be some sounds
that were not accurate. I discussed my observations with him that the dialect was in pretty
good shape but that he needed to work on making it a non-rhotic one. There were a few other
sounds we looked at too - the /aɪ / and /ɛ/ sounds. We had a lengthy session in which we
worked on key sound changes, how the sounds are formed and the adjustments he needed to
make. I went over the sounds in key sentences and phrases with him and then had him read all
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of his lines from Act I while applying the sounds directly to his lines. He picked up the changes
quite well. However, in rehearsals and run-throughs, he had a difficult time sustaining the
changes, particularly the non-rhotic adjustments. It is very difficult to make changes to a
dialect once well-established patterns have been formed; it is possible but can require
extensive time and work. The actor’s sense of comic timing and rhythm were quite good, so
even though the dialect was not always perfect, he pulled the part off extremely well.
I also worked with actors who had never used RP or Cockney before. One of the actors
was really struggling with Cockney. We had gone over the sound changes and applied them to
her script, talked about an oral posture, practiced rhythm and pitch - all without success. One
day I decided to use visualization with her and asked her to pretend she was a boxer punching
out the sounds. The sounds were not to be staccato but rather she was to assume the posture
and feel of a boxer. Suddenly she had a breakthrough. The dialect was not perfect, but she was
the closest she had ever been to achieving it and managed to sustain the changes when I heard
her in subsequent run-throughs.
As the sessions came to an end, I knew that the rest of my work would involve giving
notes after run-throughs and making time for brief fixes. In all of the other shows I had worked
on, I had been able to give notes directly to the cast either before or after the director’s notes
and/or the production notes. However, the cast was very large and there would not be time to
communicate the notes verbally. Traditionally many vocal coaches have given written notes to
actors after the show. It was decided that the notes would be sent by email to the cast and
stage manager. As I discovered, this process can be quite time consuming. Although I had tried
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to follow a set system with my notes, I had to make adjustments. It did not work to include
page numbers since many of the actors had musical scores and their page numbers were
different from mine. Ultimately, Stacey suggested taking notes sequentially scene by scene
rather than by page number, which I had done formerly. The system worked very well. In my
notes, I included the sentence or phrase where the adjustment needed to be made and a brief
suggestion next to the phrase about the problem and how to address it, for example “’… that
works out to fifty or sixty pounds’ – drop r in works.” At the final run-through I gave fewer
notes and tried to encourage the cast by letting them know how well they were doing. By that
point the dialects were in good shape for the most part, and unless there were any glaring
inaccuracies, I wanted the actors to be able to enjoy performing without worrying about
dialects so close to opening night.
The experience of working with Stacey and Barksdale Theatre was a very gratifying one.
I greatly appreciated Stacey’s clear insights, helpful suggestions, and open spirit. It was an
invaluable experience to work on a musical with such a large cast and to work with actors at all
stages of their careers and vocal training. I enjoyed being a part of the production team,
learning how to apply my work in a new situation, and collaborating with such a talented
director and group of professionals.
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Chapter 7: Conclusions

The past two years have given me invaluable experience as a vocal coach in both
university and professional settings. I am able to approach vocal coaching with a clear
understanding of what the process involves, and of how to take the necessary steps to achieve
a production’s goals. Of course each situation is different and will bring a unique set of
fascinating discoveries and diverse challenges. I have learned that it is not only necessary to be
prepared but that it is important to be flexible with my approach since not everyone learns in
the same way. Some breakthroughs take time and persistence. Most importantly, I find myself
in the position of being able to write my personal set of guidelines.
I have discovered what my priorities are. First, it is necessary to establish the
parameters of my involvement early on. I need to assess realistically what the time
commitment will be and whether or not I can meet those requirements. Much of the decision
can be made based on the initial conversation with the director, requirements of the play itself,
and the experience level of the actors involved. The time of year is also an important factor
since many plays are scheduled around holiday seasons and may involve added time
commitments.
Second, it is important for me to understand the kind of role the director envisions a
vocal coach playing in the production. Some directors want a full collaboration, others simply
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want a coach to come in and work on a specific area, and still others want a vocal coach to
come in for a few sessions to fix a problem area. It is not always possible to know this
information even after the first session with the director. The process must sometimes be
approached delicately during the first few weeks in order to establish a good working
relationship with the director and the actors and to discover the working style of the director
and theatre.
Third, I always want to establish a respectful, supportive relationship with the actors. I
begin by determining their needs, experience levels, and openness to working with a vocal
coach and base my work around that information. Working with student actors is completely
different from working with well-established professional actors. Undergraduate university
actors need time, attention, and sometimes even instruction in the basic principles of vocal
work. The process may involve repetition and a variety of approaches to achieve a goal, but
respect for the actor must always be maintained. With professional actors, I make myself
available as a resource and discuss with them their concerns before beginning the work. If they
are open to working with a vocal/dialect coach, I begin the sessions. If they prefer to work
independently, I offer to provide alternative resources and make the director aware of their
decision. If they have been instructed to work with me, I determine the amount of input they
want and proceed from there.
Finally, I have discovered the necessity of having a flexible system for note taking and
giving. While, I prefer to give verbal notes, it is often not possible. Establishing a written or
electronic note taking system saves time when this is the case. I prefer to give notes by scene
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rather than by page number, since it is difficult to work with a script and computer at the same
time during a run-through. Although I like to hand write notes, it is far less time consuming in
the long run to type notes on a laptop, IPad or tablet and send them out by email to the entire
cast. I also favor brief notes and lessening the notes as opening night approaches.
I view my work in the vocal field as a privilege. Fulfilling the director’s goal and
establishing a good working relationship with the director, cast, and crew are essential to
creating a positive experience for all involved. Every production that I have worked on has
provided a new set of insights for me and a way for me to keep growing and developing in my
profession. I am grateful for the experiences I have already had and look forward to expanding
my knowledge in future productions.
-
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Appendix I
Two Precious Maidens Ridiculed Voice Packet

Two Precious Maiden Ridiculed
Guide to Voice and Text
Welcome!
My name is Renina (Ren) Hoblitz and I’m delighted to be your vocal director for
SALT’s production of Two Precious Maidens Ridiculed.
What Does a Vocal Coach Do?
The vocal coach is a member of the production team, just like the director or the
choreographer, but the vocal coach’s focus is on the actors’ voices. The vocal
coach ensures: that the actors can be heard, that the text of the play can be
understood, that manners of speech (accents, dialects and pronunciations) are
accurate and consistent, that the actors can safely execute demanding vocal
moments, that individual vocal difficulties are identified and overcome, and that
the director’s concept of the sound of the play is fully realized. Vocal coaches
often work with the acting company in the rehearsal room, in private coaching
sessions, in group warmups and through written notes.
As your vocal coach, I will coach the sound of the play. I will offer observations,
suggestions and notes about your bodies, use of breath, voice and speech. Since
you have all had different teachers and training, it is important that we
communicate clearly; if I use a term or technique with which you are unfamiliar,
please let me know and I’ll elaborate.

Adapted from Stacey Cabaj’s Dialect Packet for Les Liaisons Dangereuses and Nan Withers-Wilson’s Vocal
Directions for the Theatre
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Challenging

Definition

Transliteration

IPA

krō-ˈma-tiks

krəʊˈmætɪks

sin-til-ayting

ˈsɪntɪˌleɪtɪŋ

uh-koo-termuh nt, -truh

əˈku tər mənt,

in-ef-uh-buh l

ɪnˈɛf ə bəl

impresses

pree-puh-zes-

ˌpri pəˈzɛs ɪŋ

favorably

ing

of an unnatural or

won

wɒn

suhb-awl-tern

ˈsʌb əlˌtɜrn

vurv

vɜrv

English Words
12-note scale
chromatics

including all the
semitones of the
octave

scintillating

animated or
brilliant

accouterments

personal clothing,
accessories,

-trə

incapable of being
Ineffable

expressed or

(ineffably)

described in words

garters

Sock or stocking
suspenders

prepossessing
wan

sickly pallor
subaltern

lower in rank;
subordinate

verve

enthusiasm or
vigor

lackey

a footman or
liveried
manservant

winding-sheet

a cloth or sheet in

ˈwaɪndɪŋ ʃiːt

which a corpse is
wrapped for burial
vixen

an ill-tempered or
quarrelsome
woman
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vik-suh

ˈvɪk sən

Names,Titles &

Transliteration

IPA

Marquis

'mahr kee

'marki

Marquess
La Grange

'mɑhr kwɪs
lah grahnzh

'mɑr kwɪs
la gRɑnʒ

Mascaraille

mask uh 'ree

maskɘ'ʀi

Marotte

ma r'ot

maR'ɒt

Magdelon

Mag duh l'aw

magdɘl'ɔ

Cathos

kaˈtoh

kæˈto

Vicomte de

Vee ˈkawnt duh

viˈkɔntə də

Jodelet

zhohˈdl ay

ʒoˈdɫeɪ

Monsieur

muhs-ˈyuhr

məˈsjoe

Comtesse

kawn ˈtes

kɔnˈtɛs

Droit du Seigneur

Drwah du sen

dRa du

'yer

sɛ'njoeR

French Words
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Appendix 2
Troy Women Voice Packet

Troy Women
Guide to Voice and Text
Welcome!
My name is Renina (Ren) Hoblitz and I’m delighted to be your vocal director for
SALT’s production of Troy Women.
What Does a Vocal Coach Do?
The vocal coach is a member of the production team, just like the director or the
choreographer, but the vocal coach’s focus is on the actors’ voices. The vocal
coach ensures: that the actors can be heard, that the text of the play can be
understood, that manners of speech (accents, dialects and pronunciations) are
accurate and consistent, that the actors can safely execute demanding vocal
moments, that individual vocal difficulties are identified and overcome, and that
the director’s concept of the sound of the play is fully realized. Vocal coaches
often work with the acting company in the rehearsal room, in private coaching
sessions, in group warmups and through written notes.
As your vocal coach, I will coach the sound of the play. I will offer observations,
suggestions and notes about your bodies, use of breath, voice and speech. Since
you have all had different teachers and training, it is important that we
communicate clearly; if I use a term or technique with which you are unfamiliar,
please let me know and I’ll elaborate.

Adapted from Stacey Cabaj’s Dialect Packet for Les Liaisons Dangereuses and Nan Withers-Wilson’s Vocal
Directions for the Theatre
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Vowels

IPA examples
ʌ

cup, luck

ɑ:

arm, father

æ

cat, black

e

met, bed

ə

away, cinema

ɜ:ʳ

turn, learn

ɪ

hit, sitting

i:

see, heat

ɒ

hot, rock

ɔ:

call, four

ʊ

put, could

u:

blue, food

aɪ

five, eye

aʊ

now, out

eɪ

say, eight

oʊ

go, home

ɔɪ

boy, join

eəʳ

where, air

ɪəʳ

near, here

ʊəʳ

pure, tourist
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Consonants
IPA Examples
b

bad, lab

d

did, lady

f

find, if

g

give, flag

h

how, hello

j

yes, yellow

k

cat, back

l

leg, little

m

man, lemon

n

no, ten

ŋ

sing, finger

p

pet, map

r

red, try

s

sun, miss

ʃ

she, crash

t

tea, getting

tʃ

check, church

θ

think, both

ð

this, mother

v

voice, five

w

wet, window

z

zoo, lazy
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ʒ

pleasure,
vision

dʒ

just, large

Source: www.antimoon.com

Difficult words in Troy Women: (the names)
Menelaus - /ˌmɛnɪˈleɪəs/
Andromache - /ænˈdrɒm əˌki/
Ae·ne·as - /ɪˈni əs/
Priam- /ˈpraɪ əm/
Polyxena - /pɒˈlɪksɪnə/
Cly·tem·nes·tra -/ˌklaɪ təmˈnɛs trə/
O·dys·se·us - /oʊˈdɪsiəs/ or /oʊˈdɪsyus/
Theseus - /ˈθiːsɪəs/
Aetna /ˈɛtnə/
Ion - /ˈaɪ ən/ or /ˈaɪ ɒn/
Peneios -/piˈnyɔs/
Astyanax /æˈstaɪəˌnæks/
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Appendix 3
Suddenly Last Summer Dialect Packet

Suddenly, Last Summer
Guide to Voice and Text
Welcome!
My name is Renina (Ren) Hoblitz and I’m delighted to be your dialect/vocal coach
for Richmond Triangle Players’ production of Suddenly, Last Summer.
What Does a Vocal Coach Do?
The vocal coach is a member of the production team, just like the director or the
choreographer, but the vocal coach’s focus is on the actors’ voices. The vocal
coach ensures: that the actors can be heard, that the text of the play can be
understood, that manners of speech (accents, dialects and pronunciations) are
accurate and consistent, that the actors can safely execute demanding vocal
moments, that individual vocal difficulties are identified and overcome, and that
the director’s concept of the sound of the play is fully realized. Vocal coaches
often work with the acting company in the rehearsal room, in private coaching
sessions, and through written notes.
As your vocal coach, I will mainly be working on dialects and vocal extremes on
this production. However, I may also offer observations, suggestions and notes
about your bodies, use of breath, voice and speech. Since you have all had
different teachers and training, it is important that we communicate clearly; if I
use a term or technique with which you are unfamiliar, please let me know and I’ll
elaborate.

Adapted from Stacey Cabaj’s Dialect Packet for Les Liaisons Dangereuses and Nan Withers-Wilson’s Vocal
Directions for the Theatre
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Challenging Words

Definition

IPA Gen Am

Places:
Encantadas

Enchanted Isles

En kahn ˈtah dahs

ɛn kan ˈtɑ: das

Biarritz

a city in SW France,

ˈbee-uh-rits

ˈbiəˌrɪts

Kah ˈbetha deh
lohboh

kɑ ˈbeɪ θə dɛ ˈloʊ
boʊ

Too-lane

tu leɪn

French: o ˈtel plah

hoʊ tel plɑzə
æθɪˈneɪ

on the Bay of Biscay
Cabeza de Lobo
Tulane

a university in New
Orleans

Hôtel Plaza Athénée a luxury hotel in Paris

ˈza a ˈtin ey/
Anglisized: hotel
pla za athi ney
Place de L’Etoile

The Place de l'Étoile is a

Plas duh leh ˈtwahl

plɑs də lɛ ˈtwal

large road junction in
Paris, France, the
meeting point of twelve
straight avenues (hence
the name "Star Square")
including the ChampsÉlysées which continues
to the east

La Playa San

the Beach of San

Lah/ pli yuh/ san/

Sebastian

Sebastian

suh bas tee ˈyan

La/ ˈplɑɪ jə/ san/
sə ˈbæs ti jɑn

ˈat ul-yey

ˈætlˌyeɪ

ˈKoo kruh vitz

ˈku kɹə vɪts

ˈbeh ren gah re

ˈbɛ rɛn ˌgɑ ɹi jə

an artist's or
atelier

designer's studio or
workroom

Names:
Cukrowicz
Berengaria

An ocean liner

yah
Patou

a French designer

Pah ˈtooh

pa tu:

Schiaperelli

an Italian designer

Skap uh ˈreh lee

skapaˈɾɛlːi
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Fabrics:
lisle

a smooth tightly

lahyl

laɪl

shan-tuhng

ˈʃænˈtʌŋ

ˌin-ˌsek-ˈtiv-rəs or

ˌɪn sɛkˈtɪv ər əs

twisted thread
usually made of
long-staple cotton
Shantung

fabric in plain weave
having a slightly
irregular surface due
to uneven slubbed
filling yarns

Miscellaneous:
insectivorous

Feeding on insects

ˈti-və-\
coterie

an exclusive group;

ˈkoh-tuh-ree

ˈkoʊ tə ri

clique
elixir

a sweetened liquid

ih-ˈlik-ser

ɪˈlɪksər

usually containing
alcohol that is used
in medication
mendicant

begging; practicing

ˈmen-di-kuhnt

ˈmɛndɪkənt

delusion of greatness

Foh ˈlee duh gran

fȯ-lē-də-gräⁿ-

: megalomania

ˈdooer

dœr (French IPA)

northern lights

bawr-ee-al-is

ˌbɔriˈælɪs

begging; living on
alms
Folie de gradeur
Aurora borealis
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Challenging

IPA – Deep

Words

South

Places:
Encantadas

En kun ˈtah dahs

Biarritz

ˈbee-uh-ri uhts

Cabeza de Lobo

Kah ˈbe:thah
deh ˈlo bo

Tulane

Too-lajuhne

Hôtel Plaza

French: o ˈtel

Athénée

plah ˈza a ˈtin

ɛn kən ˈtɑ: das
ˈbi: ə ɹɪəts
kɑ ˈbɛi θə dɛ
ˈloʊ boʊ
tu lɛin
hoʊ te:l plɑzə
æθɪˈnɛi

ey/ Anglisized:
hotel pla za athi
ney:
Place de L’Etoile
La Playa San
Sebastian

atelier

plɑs də lɛ
ˈtwahl
ˈtwa:l
Lah pli: yuh san la ˈplɑː jə
suh bas tee ˈyan /sæn/ sə ˈbæs
ti: jɑ:n
Plas duh leh

ˈatl-yey

æətɫ jɛi

ˈKoo kruh

ˈku kɹə viəts

Names:
Cukrowicz

veyuhtz (please
soften as
necessary)
Berengaria

ˈbeh ren ˌgah re ˈbɛɪə rɛn ˌgɑ ɹi
jə
yah oR be ren
geh ri ya

Patou

pa tu:

Pah ˈtooh
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Skip uh reh lee

skæəpə ˈɛli

lisle

lahyl

la:ɫ

Shantung

shan-tuhng

ˈʃæɪən ˈtɜ:ŋ

ˌin-ˌsayk-

ˌɪnsɛɪək ˈtiəv
əɹəs

Schiaperelli

Fabrics:

Miscellaneous:
insectivorous

ˈtiuhvuh or ti
uhv-rəs
coterie

ˈkoh-tuh-ree

elixir

ih-ˈlik-ser

mendicant

ˈmen-di-kuhnt

ˈmɪən dɪ kənt

Folie de gradeur

Foh lee/ duh/
gran ˈdooer

fɑli/ də/ gɹæn
ˈdɒəɹ

bawr-ee-al-is

ˌbɔɹ i ˌjæɪə lɪs

Aurora borealis

ˈkoʊ tə ri

iə ˈliəks əɹ

Some resources for you to start practicing the dialect are
http://web.ku.edu/~idea/northamerica/usa/usa.htm
http://accent.gmu.edu/browse.php
(Please look for older speakers from Alabama, Mississippi and Louisiana)
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Appendix 4
My Fair Lady Dialect Packets
Received Pronunciation Packet

My Fair Lady
Guide to Received Pronunciation, or Standard British
Dialect in Context
Received Pronunciation is a dialect of English spoken by the wealthy and educated
Brits. It is learned, or received, in elite boarding schools and drama schools, and heard
in the media, particularly on BBC radio and television. People who have chosen to
cultivate this dialect are ones practiced in social graces, both their carriage and their
manners.
Qualitative words that might describe the dialect include: held, restrained, reserved,
formal, having a psychological shield or mask.
Questions to consider: how are your characters quintessentially British? How do they
want to be viewed by the outside world? How do they use their speech and dialect to
support those perceptions?
Facial Sensations
Kinesthetic Trigger: Teacup on the tongue; potato in the mouth; stiff upper lip.
Manner of Articulation: Jaw and lips tend to be held while the tongue does the work.
Pitch:
While speakers of American English often use volume for emphasis, RP speakers will
use higher pitches for emphasis. The pitch range in American English is generally 3-5
tones, while in RP, a full octave is often used within one sentence.
Rhythm and phrasing:
The difference between stressed and unstressed syllables is much greater in RP than in
American English. RP speakers tend to choose a few key words to emphasize and
pounce on them with higher pitch. Ex: I am sorry I am late, but there a traffic jam.
There is also an increased focus on the consonant sounds, rather than the vowel
sounds.
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Comparison of Characteristics:
Let’s look at an example of some key differences of the dialects in sentence context.
I can’t believe that Harry would really just give up his job and walk away.
An exaggerated General American dialect has the following characteristics:
•Begins strongly and ends weakly,
•Is slower, louder and harder toned,
•Is lower in pitch,
•Evenly distributes stress,
•Avoids higher pitches,
•Uses volume for emphasis.
I can’t believe that Harry would rea!y just give up his job and walk away.
This sentence spoken in the RP dialect:
•Begins weakly and ends strongly,
•Is faster, quieter,
•Is softer in tone,
•Is higher in pitch,
•Selects fewer key words to stress,
•Uses high pitches to stress them rather than volume.
Key sentence: “I love pigeons; they’re so wonderfully oval.”
Key Sound Changes
1. In certain words, where the short a sound (as in “apple”) would be used in General
American English,the long “ah” (the vowel in “father”) is substituted.
Practice words: plaza, master, half, answer, laughter, bath, can’t, pass, past, dance, ask
Practice sentence: He laughed as he danced to the bath past his aunt in pajamas.
*Please refer to the “Ask/Bath” List for a detailed listing of words that observe this shift.
**An important exception is the word “can,” which retains the short “a” sound of
American English, while “can’t” uses the long “ah” and becomes “cahn’t.”
2. In many words that are spelled with “o” vowel, we increase the lip-rounding, creating
a slight “aw”sound, rather than the “ah” sound of American English.
Practice words: dog, obvious, collar, along, fox, popped, bottle, copper, fog, nonsense
Practice sentence: They stopped a lot of nonsense at a college in Watford.
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3. The “aw” sound is very lip rounded and very long.
Practice words: awful, awkward, caught, call, water, chalk, law, bought, wander,
daughter
Practice sentence: Paul’s daughter Laura is awfully awkward when she walks and talks
4. The “oh” vowel is in two parts: an “uh” sound and then an “oo” sound.
Practice words: bolt, bold, comb, so, owned, though, lonely, slow, moan, mobile.
Practice sentence: Oak Road is zoned for mobile homes only. Oh no, don’t go.
5. Where in American English we’d use the “-er” sound, in RP we drop the “r.”
Practice words: letter, perhaps, our, fire, spare, court, heart, fair, poor, pore, curdle
Practice sentence: Fern’s father is sure the four fearful fires barely carried far.
6. At the end of words that in American English would use the “ee” sound, RP will use
the “ih” sound.
Practice words: party, lovely, crazy, pretty, ugly, city, silly, forty, we laugh, he came, she
heard
Practice sentence: We had a lovely, silly party when Billy was fifty.
7. The “ay” sound, as in “way,” and the “I” sound, as in “fly,” should be produced with a
relaxed and dropped jaw, without a hint of a smile.
Practice words: late, weigh, name, place, find, lime, sign, rice, drive.
Practice sentences: The rain in Spain falls mainly on the plain.
I like rice and limes when I dine.
8. Certain words that begin with d, t, n, l, and s, followed by the “u” sound, will! include
an initial “y”sound.
Practice words: during, lure, assume, student, tune, suit, supervise
Practice sentence: The tumultuous news assumed the duke fought a duel in the nude.
9. The consonant “t,” found in the middle of words, requires crisp articulation, and
should be voiced as a “t” rather than a “d” sound.
Practice words: better, lot of, shatter, motive, eating, sit down, writer
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Practice sentence: A lot of better writers print a lot of little words.
10. Although most “r” sounds are dropped in RP, when the “r” ends a word and the next
word begins with a vowel, we wi! sound the “r” a!owing it to link the words together.
Practice words: here is, there are, her eyes, fear of death
Practice sentence: There is a twinkle in her eyes as she confronts her fear of death.
Other features
1. Words with the ask/bath shift: (See Key Sound Change #1)
advantage, after, ask, answer, blast, basket, bathroom, brass, can’t, castle, chance,
class, dance, danced, enchanting, enchantment, example, exasperating, ghastly, half,
last, pass, phonograph, rather
2. Words with “-ile” endings: RP speakers pronounce the suffix as “aisle” Practice
words: infantile, mobile, fertile, tactile
3. Words ending in -tory,-tary,-bury, and similar endings are contracted from two
syllables to one, as in “strawberry” becoming “straw-bree”
Practice words: extraordinary, library, momentary, ordinary, stationary, strawberry
4. Places
Words that end in “–ham” are contracted to “um”
Examples: Cheltenham (chelt-num), Buckingham (buck-ing-um), Tottenham (tot-en-um)
Words that end in “–shire” are pronounced “shuh”
Examples: Yorkshire (yawk-shuh), Hampshire (hamp-shuh)
Words that end in –ford are pronounced “fuhd”
Examples: Wallingford (walling fuhd), Hertford (haht-fuhd), Hereford (he-ruh-fuhd)
5. Words that end in “-man” are pronounced “muhn”
Examples: Cornishman, Englishman, Irishman, Yorkshireman

Challenging Words
Places:
Ascot
Covent Garden

Definition

Pronunciation

a racecourse located in as-kuh t, -kot
Berkshire, UK
kov uh nt
a district in London
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Names:
Demosthenes
Names:

an Athenian statesman dih mos thuh neez
and orator

Themistocles

thuh mis tuh kleez

Götterdämmerung

Miscellaneous:
Ballet
Bilious
blackguard
ha’pence
hurricanes
Moral
Millionaire
Nonsense
Noblest
Progress
With
Without
yavol (actually jawohl)

the final opera of
goh-tuh-dem-uhRichard Wagner's The roong
Ring of the Nibelung
bal-ey
Irritable
bihl-ee-uhs
a scoundrel
blag-ahrd
half pence
hay-puhns
hur-i-kuh nz
mor-uh l
mih-lee-yuh-neh-uh
non-suh ns
noh-blist
proh-gres
with (voiced /th/)
with-out (voiced /th/)
old fashioned emphatic yah-vole
word for yes in German

Movies for Further Study
Bednobs and Broomsticks
Time Bandits
Mary Poppins
Oliver Twist
Camelot
Prepared by Renina Hoblitz and Stacey Cabaj, adapted from Paul Meier’s Accents and Dialects for the Stage and Screen, Ginny
Kopf ’s Dialect Handbook, and others. 2011
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Cockney Dialect Packet

My Fair Lady
Guide to Cockney
Dialect in Context
Historically, Cockney was a dialect spoken by persons born within earshot of the bells of the St.
Mary-Le-Bow, a church in East London. The sound of the bells actually covered a several mile
radius, so Cockney was a very common dialect of English.
Cockney was a working class dialect, distinguishing its speakers as poorly educated and
economically disadvantaged. However, there was also great pride in being a Cockney speaker,
evident in the popular rhyming slang.
This musical, in fact, gains its title from the popular song “London Bridge is Falling Down.” The
words of the last line in the song, “Mayfair Lady,” when spoken by a cockney speaker, sounds
like “My Fair Lady.” (Mayfair is an aristocratic area of London.)

Facial Sensation
Kinesthetic Trigger:
Drop your jaw and say, “Ah.” This gives you a sense of the general position of the jaw. In the
dialect, the mouth constantly half open with the lips a bit forward. There is also quite a bit of
nasality (often called a nasal whine) in the dialect.
Manner of Articulation:
Easygoing, with the emphasis on the vowels (not the consonants) legato not staccato.
Pitch:
Cockney uses a wider pitch range than does General American. Higher pitches and large jumps
between pitches are used for emphasis.
Rhythm and phrasing:
The difference between stressed and unstressed syllables is much greater in Cockney than in
American English. Cockney speakers tend to choose a few key words to emphasize and
pounce on them with higher pitch. Eg: She’s haunted by memories ghosts.
However, in Cockney, the stress is on the vowels, not the consonants.
Key Sentence: He’s balmy and a bit on the howling side, if you ask me.
Key Sound Changes
1. The “ay” sound as in “way” moves towards the ‘ay’ sound as in “fly”.
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Practice words: train, late, came, face, maintain, able, stay
Practice sentence: The train was late when it finally came.
2. The “oo” sound as in “you” is in two parts: an “uh” followed by an “oo”. This sound is
produced with less lip rounding than in General American English.
Practice words: who, cool, choose, boot, food, moving, beautiful, duel, few
Practice sentence: Who’s used my new blue suit?
3. The “oh” sound of “goat” glides from an “oh” into an “ow”, so “ohw”. There is less lip rounding
than in General American English.
Practice words: show, road, hose, clothes, go, boat, slope, hopeless, owner, moan
Practice sentence: Joe knows he’s got to row the boat slowly.
4. The “e”, sound as is “tree”, is produced in two parts “uh” and “e”.
Practice words: eat, bleed, feelings, ceiling, achieve, reason, Peter, pizza
Practice sentence: Steve leaves beans on his clean cream jeans.
5. The “r” sound is dropped in Cockney unless the word begins with “r”
Practice words: bird, bored, bard, butter, spare, spire, fear, blower, pliers, employer, hour
Practice sentence: I started thirty-four hired card Thursday morning.
6. The “aw” sound is very lip rounded and very long.
Practice words: awful, daughter, awkward,caught, Laura, call, small, water
Practice sentence: Paula is awkward when talking and walking.
7. In many words that are spelled with “o” vowel, we increase the lip-rounding, creating a slight
“aw” sound, rather than the “ah” sound of American English.
Practice words: dog, obvious, knowledge, collar, along, want, fox.
Practice sentence: The dog without its collar was obvious prey for the fox.
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8. In certain words, where the short a sound (as in “apple”) would be used in General American
English, the long “ah” (the vowel in “father”) is substituted.
Practice words: pass, past, dance, chants, ask, answer, laughter, bath, can’t, plaza, master,
half.
Practice sentence: I passed on the chance to dance with the master.

*Please refer to the “Ask/Bath” List for a detailed listing of words that observe this shift.
**An important exception is the word “can,” which retains the short “a” sound of American
English, while “can’t” uses the long “ah” and becomes “cahn’t.”
9. /l/ terminates syllable, becomes akin to /w/ (unless followed by a vowel)
Practice words: always, call, pill, feel, elbow, kneel, William, million, smell, cattle, brittle, call,
middle, official.
Practice sentence: Bill’s pal Phil still feels ill.
10. th-v ( end of syllable or word) If starts syllable, retain th
Practice words: either, mother, with, slither, feather, breathe, other, bothersome, without
Practice sentence: Those other brothers then were breathing.
11. voiceless th, f
Practice words: things, nothing, three, thirty, birthday, pathway, breath, through, throughout,
south, southeast, southwest
Practice sentence: I thought about thirty three thistles.
12. Dropping ing to in
Practice words: feeling, stopping, bothering, shattering, bartering, talking, stirring.
Practice sentence: He’s thinking about moving into buying and selling.
13. Final t in word or syllable: Glottal stop (t at beginning of word)
Practice words: better, lot of, shatter, attitude, Milton, motive, thirty, eating, writer.
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Practice sentence: You need a better attitude if you’re going to be a beautiful writer.
14. initial h in sentence; glottal... unless preceded by word, then glide
Practice words: home, handsome, harken, who, whose, happiness BUT my home, we’re
handsome, please hearken, says who, behind.
Practice sentence: Harry hurt his hand helping with the harvest.
15. Although most “r” sounds are dropped in Cockney when the “r” ends a word and the next
word begins with a vowel, we will sound the “r” allowing it to link the words together.
Practice words: here is, there are, her eyes, fear of death
Practice sentence: Diana isn’t here anymore in our everyday thoughts.

Special Pronunciations

Word

Definition

tuppence

two pence (pennies)

Pronunciation
tuh-puhns

bloke

informal word for man/guy

blowk

row

a dispute or quarrel

row (not roh)

blooming

a euphemism for bloody, an intensifier

bloom-in

tec

slang for detective

teck

Selsey

a seaside town on the south coast of England

sell-see

Lisson Grove

a street and, historically, a London slum

lih-son gr-owv

blimey

interjection to express surprise or excitement

bleye-me

Buckingham

oﬃcial London residence of English monarchs

buck-ing-um

garn

a contraction of “go on,” with disbelief or derision

gahn

farthing

a British currency worth 1/4 pence

fah-vin

Hartford

a village in Cheshire, north west England

aht-fuhd

Hereford

a town in the West Midlands of England

eh-ruh-fuhd

Hampshire

a county on the southern coast of England

amp-shuh
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shilling

a British currency worth 12 pence

shill-in

Brighton

part of a city in East Sussex, south east England

bry-glottal)uhn

blighter

a person held in low esteem

bly-(glottal)uh

Movies/TV for Further Study
Christmas Carol
Monty Python
Chitty Chitty Bang Bang
East Enders
(Ricky Gervais is also a good model)
Prepared by Renina Hoblitz and Stacey Cabaj, adapted from Paul Meier’s Accents and Dialects for the Stage and Screen, Ginny
Kopf ’s Dialect Handbook, and others. 2011
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Hungarian Dialect Packet
My Fair Lady
Guide to the Hungarian Accent
The Hungarian language (Magyar) is linguistically related to Finnish and Estonian. It is
spoken by an estimated (14) million speakers, in Hungary and in neighboring countries
especially Romania.

Facial Sensation:
Manner of Articulation: Hungarian has a strong frontal articulation.
Kinesthetic Trigger: Relax the mouth, slightly close the jaws, and project the lips slightly
forward. The tongue returns to a position just on the gum ridge behind the upper front
teeth.
Rhythm and phrasing:
Pitch: The pitch is fairly even with a gentle rise on stressed syllables and a gentle fall on
unstressed syllables. The tone falls at the end of declarative sentences and questions.
The stress pattern is uniform, with the stress always on the first syllable of words.
Example: attempt, compare
The tendency is lengthen vowels in stressed syllables.
*However, this stress pattern is generally preserved in a thick Hungarian accent, which may
or may not be appropriate for your character in this production. Consider this stress pattern an
option if we decide to use a thicker accent.
Key Sentence: Transylvania is a home of more than castles.
Key Sound Changes
1. The “aw” sound, as in “law,” moves toward “oh,” as in “goat.”
Practice words: naughty, ought, applaud, hawk, jaw, chalk, all, bald, fault
Practice sentence: They ought to applaud for the bald hawk.
2. The “ih” sound, as in “kit,” is pronounced as “ee” as in “fleece.”
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Practice words: ship, rib, dim, milk, slither, myth, pretty, build, women, busy
Practice sentence: The pretty women are busy building the ship.

3. The “uh” sound, as in “cup,” becomes “aw” as in “law.”
Practice words: strut, rub, hum, pulse, butter, done, monk, touch, blood, duck
Practice sentence: That monk struts and hums as he rubs butter on the duck.

4. Final voiced consonants (v, g, d, b, j, z) become unvoiced (f, k, t, p, ch, s).
Practice words: love, bag, blood, dab, judge, please
Practice sentence: Please don’t judge this bag. I love it.

5. The “r” is lightly trilled with the tip of the tongue.
Practice words: run, bring, strict, approach, crowd, growl, scrape, marry, sorrow
Practice sentence: Karina’s brother is running errands in the crowded street tomorrow.

6. “w” is pronounced as a “v” and “qu” is pronounced as “kv.”
Practice words: with, weather, when, which, quick, question, square
Practice sentence: We will watch the West Wing in the central square while eating hot
wings.

7. The voiced “th,” as in “these,” is pronounced as a “d.”
Practice words: though, that, breathe, there, with, without, bathing
Practice sentence: Although there is that movie, I’d rather be bathing.

8. In this accent, the unvoiced “th,” as in “thick,” is pronounced as a “t.”
Practice words: think, things, theatre, south, method, thrilling
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Practice sentence: Three things to see are south of your theatre.

9. The “ing” sound of “king” is pronounced with a xnal “k” sound. Example: kingk
Practice words: making, wishing, king, song, gong
Practice sentence: The wishing girl making the cake was singing a song.

Movies for Further Study
Bela Lugosi (Dracula, 1931)
Zsa Zsa Gabor (Moulin Rouge, 1952)
Eva Gabor (Artists and Models, 1955)
Paul Lucas (The Lady Vanished, 1938)
Lilian Hellman (Watch on the Rhine, 1933)

Sound Clips of Native Speakers
http://accent.gmu.edu/browse_language.php?function=xnd&language=hungarian
http://accent.gmu.edu/browse_language.php?function=detail&speakerid=1298
http://web.ku.edu/~idea/europe/hungary/hungary.htm

Notes
Zoltan Karpathy would be pronounced as zole-TAHN KARRR-pah-tea
Prepared by Renina Hoblitz and Stacey Cabaj, adapted from Robert Blumenfeld’s ACCENTS: A Manual for Actors
and Herman and Herman’s Foreign Dialects;
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Johannesburg, South Africa. She received her 3 Year Acting Diploma from Guildford School of
Acting in Surrey, UK in 1995. She received her Bachelor of Science in English from Towson
University in Towson, Maryland in 2006. Her teaching experience includes six years of teaching
ESOL to adult learners at Berlitz Language Center in Rockville, MD from 2000-2006 and three
years of teaching ESOL for the Inter-American Development Bank Family Association from
2003-2006. She subsequently taught voice classes and public speaking classes as an adjunct
instructor at Virginia Commonwealth University in the academic year 2011/12. She vocal
coached, co-vocal coached, and assistant vocal coached over six productions from 2010-2012.
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